**Un-American Committee is up to Its Old Tricks**

The tactics of the Un-American Committee in making the House of Representatives bring charges against U.S. citizens was disclosed in hearings before the House and Washington. The charges were laid against American citizens who have adopted the Soviet philosophy and who are active in promoting communism.

The charges were laid against American citizens who have adopted the Soviet philosophy and who are active in promoting communism.

**Something Wrong Here**

**Checks on These Things To Protect Your Rights**

To protect your rights, you should all have some knowledge of your rights. Here are some things you should know:

1. **Check the Evidence of the Charges:** 
   - It is important to check the evidence presented against you. This includes examination of the charges and any supporting documents.

2. **Check the Accuracy of the Charges:** 
   - Make sure the charges are accurate and that they are based on factual evidence.

3. **Check the Validity of the Charges:** 
   - Check to see if the charges are valid and if they are based on legal grounds.

These are just a few things you should consider when dealing with charges against you. It is important to take these things into account to protect your rights.

**UE Urges Other Unions in GE System To Fight GE Attack on All GE Workers**

The UE national negotiating committee last week and a letter to the boards of U.S. unions are expected to be attended by all workers at the GE plants that are non-UE-paying shops to resist the attacks of GE on all workers at the plants.

The committee’s attempts to reach an agreement on a contract that will meet the needs of all workers in the GE system are being hampered by the lack of a contract at the present time. The committee is asking all workers to join in their efforts to resist the attacks of GE on all workers at the plants.
TOOLMAKERS — VOTE UE for Seniority

Cleaners at the Westinghouse Laboratories in East Berlin, N.J., have been fighting for and winning a shorter week of work at the same or higher take-home pay. For example, the $1.50 per hour contract for the past two years has been raised to $2.00 per hour. The union’s goal is to move the plant to $2.50 per hour.

10-Cent Package Won At Buffalo Wire Co.

A new agreement with the Hotel Wire Co., Buffalo, provides a package containing 10 cents on each wire which the trade union will win on the 10-cent wire.

CIO Takes Pay Cut

The members of the CIO Contractors at the Electro-Plates Co., New York, have agreed to a pay cut of 10 cents per hour.

Strike Victory

The members of the United Electrical Workers at the General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y., have won a 10-cent per hour increase in pay.

TOOLMAKERS — VOTE UE to Reunite with Rest of the Plant